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The purpose of this paper is to provide research information on doctrinal convergence and divergence, and
elaborate upon the role of language and culture in counterinsurgency operations.
Language and culture are not mission enablers to Full Spectrum Operations (FSO); rather they are now in di‐
rect support thereof. For those in the field, this has been very clear for some time.
In January, 2010, Major General Flynn addressed this serious deficiency in our understanding of the operating
environment:
“Eight years into the war in Afghanistan, the U.S. intelligence community is only marginally relevant to
the overall strategy. Having focused the overwhelming majority of its collection efforts and analytical
brainpower on insurgent groups, the vast intelligence apparatus is unable to answer fundamental
questions about the environment in which U.S. and allied forces operate and the people they seek to
persuade. Ignorant of local economics and landowners, hazy about whom the powerbrokers are and
how they might be influenced, incurious about the correlations between various development projects
and the levels of cooperation among villagers, and disengaged from people in the best position to find
answers–whether aid workers or Afghan soldiers–U.S. intelligence officers and analysts can do little
but shrug in response to high level decision‐makers seeking the knowledge, analysis, and information
they need to wage a successful counterinsurgency.1
In the journal, PRISM, A Journal of The Center For Complex Operations (CCO), LTG Robert Caslen said: “The
most pressing obstacle hindering our cultural understanding is an arrogant and haughty attitude. It is critically
important to understand the fabric of the society that we are working in...”2 The most salient problems [in
COIN and SO] are attitudinal, cultural, and human.”3
In a Defense Language Office (DLO) commissioned report, “respondents consistently expressed that the time
allocated for this training should be expanded. Warfighters view the training as critical to mission success and
believe that additional time investment is necessary.”4
Although this report focused on survival language skills, the need for expanded training has also been
expressed in Unit After Action Reviews (AARs). One might wonder if the survey respondents really meant that
training should provide a greater “direct support” role in select missions and tasks within Full Spectrum
Operations (FSO) or Counterinsurgency (COIN). The trends outlined below appear to imply this.
A review of the convergence and divergence of contemporary and historical trends, reveals that, these
elements are interdependent, evolve operationally, and require familiarity with a number of disciplines–a

thorough understanding of the “role of resident networks in society,”5 and one might add, within the
operating environment. The common element in Hybrid, FSO, and Counterinsurgency Operations (COIN), is
that they are difficult to understand, and are inherently messy in devising plans and methods.
A review of the trends reveals they do not neatly align in either a population‐centric approach, or an enemy‐
centric approach, and much like a measure of effectiveness, success or failure is contingent on several
simultaneous variables.
The counterinsurgency manual describes several insurgent approaches such as: conspiratorial, urban, and
protracted. It also lists six dynamics that can be used to assess strengths and weaknesses. The dynamics are
infered in the analysis matrix – ASCOPE/PMESII – used by the Counterinsurgency Training Center. 6 In theory,
the prerequisites of the insurgency are identified in this interplay of approaches and dynamics in order to
attack and address the insurgency’s root causes. Understanding the interplay of these approaches and
dynamics becomes the framework for assessing and developing counterinsurgent approaches. The complexity
of this interplay starts to become apparent when looking at the logical lines of operation and the goals and
objectives along the lines of effort.
Counterinsurgency theory and subsequent debate describes two COIN approaches: a “population‐centric”
approach, referred to as “hearts and minds,” and an “enemy‐centric approach,” that focuses primarily on
engaging insurgents and insurgent leadership.
At its heart, a “hearts and minds” approach is the struggle for the support of the population. It is a proactive
approach involving all the elements of national power; even down to the tactical level. It is a competition with
the insurgent for the right to win the acquiescence of the people.7 It is those military, paramilitary, economic,
psychological and civil actions employed to defeat armed resistance, reduce passive opposition and
reestablish legitimacy. General Petraeus’s counterinsurgency guidance lists twenty‐four rules that capture the
spirit and intent of this approach.8
Is the lack of a “woven” understanding of language and culture into doctrine and training the missing common
denominator in these trends? Numerous documents outline required predeployment language and culture
training, but is the moniker of predeployment misleading? Does “predeployment” infer a “basic” level of
training, when in actuality; the language and culture training should be more intermediate, advanced,
multidisciplinary, and included in training critical FSO or Operating Environment Mission Tasks?
A fair percentage of the Force have three to five deployments by now. An understanding of the AOR has
evolved, as well as, what mission based predeployment training should look like. If success in COIN/SFA is the
ability to successfully implement doctrinal principles in "packs" along multiple and simultaneous LOO and

LOE, then what tactical tasks should be better enabled with specialized language and culture training? At
what level?
Intuitively we recognize this by having developed adhoc formations such as FET’s and CST’s to meet opera‐
tional needs. The now mandated requirements and formalized training for these FET's, CST's and VSO are de‐
signed to teach (advanced?) cultural awareness, language skills and critical thinking capabilities. It is further
inferred in how Units Task Organize for Advise and Assist Missions or Security Transition Teams. Units “stack’
capabilities and effectiveness in these task organizations in an implied effort to implement success in “packs”
along multiple LOO/LOE
The following comparisons of convergence and divergence are taken from the historical lessons learned during
the counterinsurgency era of 1947 to 1975, and from contemporary studies. (See the listed sources at end of
the document.)
These Operational trends are a comparison of British, French, and Portuguese doctrinal lessons learned in
Algeria, Yemen, Aden, Indochina, Malaya, Kenya, Angola and Cyprus. They are compared with contemporary
sources to show Post 9‐11 (theoretical) convergence.

Convergence Trends in the Counterinsurgency Era (1947 to 1975) and the Modern (Post 90‐11) Era
The trends below seem to easily align into one category or another, this is misleading. A review of after ac‐
tion reviews against historical trends reveal a number of unit identified “Best Practices” and trends that are
cross cutting. Units identified training in command and control (C2), intelligence, movement and maneuver,
logistics, and humanitarian assitance as “Best Practices”. These warfighter functions and the tactical tasks
within them are cross cutting elements that enable success or failure as a trend that converges or diverges
from past operations, yet no where was it stated that language and culture training was a “best practice.”
Units and historical monographs state the need for language, culture, and linguists for successful intelligence
operations. Contemporary operations consider FET’s and CST’s an “operational” best practice, articulate a
need for language and culture; yet language and culture itself as a best practice that enables success in these
tactical and operational teams is never stated. By way of example, these contemporary issues are historically
cross cutting with the development of Special Forces, Unity of Effort, and Army‐Centric appraoces to COIN
during the era of Counterinsurgency, 1947‐1975.

The Convergence Trends during the era of counterinsurgency (1947‐1975) included the common theme of:
•

communist revolutionary ideology and strategy

•

widespread use of propaganda as a tool for promotion of this ideology and strategy

•

exploitation of local grievances

•

the use of tactics of subversion

•

geo‐political alignment with Beijing or Moscow (often with sanctioning or support by these states)

•

politically savvy insurgency movements

•

high levels of mobility

•

the use of clandestine operations

•

a firm collective conviction of the possibility of preventing revolution

•

the use of special forces and their operations in counterinsurgency

•

unity of effort

•

the identification of control with power

•

the reaction of an international system galvanized to influence outcomes

•

the use of nationalistic sentiments and causes to disguise hidden political agendas

•

operational gauges for the effects of insurgency and counterinsurgence

•

an “Army‐Centric” approach to the counterinsurgency problem (relying upon expertise and a know‐
ledge base derived from a national approach).

Convergence Trends occurring during the Post 9‐11 era include:
•

the preeminence of religious based (versus communist) ideologies

•

subversive techniques, tactics and strategies

•

geopolitically dispersed ideologies (aligned with the Magreb, the Levant, the Fertile Crescent, the
Golden Crescent) with divergent ideological interpretations (For academic discourse, can one consider
this a fragmented version of the Cold War trend of geopolitical alignment? )

•

politically savvy insurgency movements

•

global support for operations

•

variable State‐sanction (if any)

•

the exploitation of popular grievances in the use of propaganda to fuel these movements

•

the development of theoretical models to deal with asymmetric conflict

•

the larger, sooner role of the international system in combating insurgency

•

the exploitation of grievances and religion disguising hidden agendas.

These elements of doctrinal convergence show that the presence or absence of these subsets of factors when
applying the principles of counterinsurgency doctrine was related to the ultimate outcome.
The convergence or divergence of doctrinal principles and overarching trends can be stated succinctly as:
When synchronized in support of Campaign Plans and Security Cooperation Plans, the combined effect of
successful implementation of engagement activities is greater than what can be achieved in isolation.

Adaption and learning has taken place as evidenced in contemporary and historical reviews but has the right
learning and right adaptation taken place?

The convergence and divergence of trends looks at “engements” but, more importantly, infer the “shaping”
that takes place at multiple levels. Tactical shaping is as important as strategic and policy shaping. These
trends are a composite synthesis of success and failure.
There are a couple of admonishments that describe this paradox: first, no good deed goes unpunished, and
secondly; to paraphrase General Rupert Smith, there is no such thing as impartial humanitarism. In the end,
the shaping is continous and is advertent or inadvertent. Coercive actions and selected precision targeting can
work with positive effect just as advising, developmental, and reconstruction actions can have a negative
effect.

Language and culture is the strategic corporal of counterinsurgency and full spectrum operations. A recent
article in Parameters calls for educating officers on the history of islam. This education has been largey parsed
and conducted as a self‐help project at the BCT level and below.

For a contemporary look at how this merges with convergence or divergence trends the method of how the
Taliban take a village is instructive. They are politically savvy and yet also coercive and subvert a village
through its social structure. Generally speaking, an Afghan village has three components to daily life;
political/administrative, religious, and security. The Malik, or Village Elder because of his political and
administrative role; the Imam, or religious leader is another element, and the last element is the village men
that provide security. The Taliban build networks and exploit issues by shaping and influencing any one of the
three and not just one. US Forces generally seek out just the Malik because he seems to be the most visible,

but neglecting the others and opting strictly for the Malik will result in “security issues”. The misstep or
success of a seemingly simple tactical action has operational repercussions with strategic consequences at
stake. It might also be an example of why closed loop, self help training at the BCT needs outside resources
to better prepare for its FSO missions.

The evidence for language and culture is specifically stated in AAR’s and Center for Army Lessons Learned
Publications (CALL), yet also anecdotally inferred by ambiguous comments. A telling indicator of this is found
in the anthology of collected vignettes in documents such as: Counterinsurgency on the Ground in Afghanistan
and the vignettes written by the Counterinsurgency Training Center instructors9. The vignettes show the
complex yet unstated linkage of imperatives .
A presence or absence of trends does not guarantee success or failure. However, a review of these common
threads shows that these subsets of factors – success and failure, convergence and divergence – were in cases
operationally applied , not applied, misapplied, or neglected in “packs.”
Another telling indicator, the “District Stability Framework (DSF), a USAID analytical tool, developed in
conjunction with the Counterinsurgency Training Center‐Kabul, is based on the same premise as current US
Doctrine‐ a comprehensive situational awareness is required to identify true grieviences.10 The DSF uses a
series of filters to ensure a holistic awareness. The DSF is a nuanced version of the same current US processes
outlined in FM 3‐24.2, Tactics in Counterisnurgency, but provides process clarity and design function not found
in current manuals. Its disadvantage is it is considered a labor intensive method.
The running of the packs in both principle and in tasks begins to become clearer as culture and language aid
design transitions and planning at the tactical and operational level.
Resident within the “role of resident networks in society “requires developing trust across and with multiple
components, to achieve the moral, political, and physical isolation of the enemy by cutting or severing the old
networks of social capital/ social trust and the forging of new. As the French so aptly describe it: “ it is to
legislate in the void.” The insurgent legislates this void in the “resident networks in society” by establishing
new, sometimes even creating the new, while maintaining congruence with the old. He exploits the
distribution of poverty by providing essential services and governance tied to the existing social base, identity,
and order. The primacy of politics and governance at the local level is demonstrated by the simple fact that
prime attention is paid to the human and social dynamics. For Western Forces, even of similar cultural
affliations, language and culture is the key to these human and social dynamics.

Doctrinal convergences across both Eras included the following:
•

Politics has primacy (at least theoretically/also tied to national approach)

•

Insurgents want ideological/political change

•

Politics as pragmatism or mandate

•

Interagency approach

•

Economic aid programs

•

Coordinated civil‐military response

•

Unity of command

•

Change forced by coercion, intimidation, terror, direct action, subversion, propaganda

•

Decapitation strategies (vs. isolation of popular support)

•

Search for effects

•

COIN is Army Centric (theoretical base of expertise)

•

Material power asymmetries (technology, weapons, logistics, money, etc.)

•

Institutional resource requirements

•

Culturally determined identities

•

Intelligence driven (strengths and weaknesses of self and enemy)

•

Propaganda/Information Ops

•

Mechanisms to control the population

•

Protect local population

•

Why the imbalance in power is not a good predictor of COIN outcomes

•

Underlining the balance of the Threat and perceived enemy notions

•

Recognition of the asymmetry of wills

•

Doctrine developed centrally or “in loco” never fully institutionalized

•

Lasting doctrinal change tied to immediacy of perception of conventional threat vs. COIN

•

Presence as provocation

Doctrinal divergence across both eras include:
•

Type of political strategy (Foreign Policy, Defense Policy, (What is the purpose of the new State?)

•

Use of Special Forces seen as highly militarized approach

•

Use of Special Forces seen as highly integrated approach

•

Intelligence within the civilian branch

•

Intelligence within the military branch

•

Intelligence branch seen/viewed as a tool of oppression

•

Counter‐gangs of “turned insurgents”

•

Resistance to militarized approach requires higher degree of flexibility and coordination

•

Lack of precision in targeting propaganda

•

Fundamental overhaul in policy, organization, doctrine and approach to deal with a “weak” enemy

•

Willpower and interest is highly transitory and tied to political/military success

•

Use of Draconian Control/Techniques

•

Modern doctrine specifies that security and stability operations have primacy

Doctrine and history speak to macro levels of strategy. Macro studies appear to generally assume that unitary
actors, elites, and populations are fused and amalgamated. Counterinsurgency doctrine seems to give one
this same impression. When we infer or suggest what appear to be clear and coherent preferences we fail to
match the vast complexity and ambiguity of what we encounter on the ground. Most of the time we are
confused by this dissonance but can’t seem to put our finger on why. Additionally, military operations
generally fall outside the scope of main stream social scientists and researchers, that is until recently, and the
complex social dynamics of language and culture that are inextribly linked are [still?] hardly considered.
Lastly, and perhaps most importantly a comparison with history might be appropriate. In a very profound
sense, World War II was a struggle of societies, as brutal and dark as anything in past history. Peoples and
societies felt that belief systems, values and their very existence were at stake; there could be, no discussion,
no compromise. Media and governmental messages effectively wove the cultural, the values, the beliefs, the
real and percieved existential threat to existing grievances. There was a use and abuse of history, culture and
context woven into the political, economic, and other elements. This takes more than deftness, and requires
a comprehensive knowledge of language and culture.
Although todays conflicts are not conducted to that extreme (some will debate this), the sentiment, fear and
perceptions are just as real, just as heightened, and some groups feel that existing conditions are an existential
threat to their society.

Observations of Systemic Challenges for Language and Culture Operationalization
Observations culled from a number of sources reflect what appear to be systemic language and culture
challenges. However, in comparison with the trends above, these challenges might also reflect
multidisciplinary training issues, operational design issues, intelligence missteps, and a host of other reasons.11

Some of these reasons include the lack of consistent, relevant and continuous language and culture training
woven into the individual and collective training beginning at unit “reset.” Units consistently identify the
best language and culture scenarios as those at the Combat Training Centers. BCT’s and Bn’s don’t have the
resources and compete for those same resources to conduct training. Naturally, training is conducted in‐house
using available in‐house resources. This is not always sufficient to broaden the depth and breadth of needed
mastery at the tactical and operational level.
The following observations indicated the need for:12
•

At least one Language Enabled Soldier, subject matter experts on: Tactical Site Exploitation, Escalation
of Force, Culvert Clearance, Weapons Experts, Detainee and Riot Control

•

Language enabled capacity to let contracts and services

•

Language and culture capability to enable Recons, Partnership and Mentorship, Fire Fighting Training
and Extrication, Joint Multinational Convoys

•

More cultural, language and mentorship training at different levels of NCOES and Officer Courses, sup‐
plement with MTTs prior to deployment

•

Utilization, guidelines and training in the use of Female Engagement Teams (FETs)

Comparative observations from Umbrella Week Collections, AAR’s, AF/PAK Hands, and other reports express
similar views as follows:13
•

Language and cultural training received is not enough, and or considered not reflective of the operat‐
ing environment or assignment.

•

Many respondents in positions as advisors and mentors report not being utilized.

•

Respondents indicate they “seldom” or “almost never” use the language.

•

Key language and culture modules not studied are also reflective of respondent comments and con‐
cerns over relevance and usefulness of training.14

•

Umbrella week respondents (through anecdotal evidence) indicated that they also infrequently use the
language, or use it only for low level conversations. Yet BCT AAR’s indicated a need for greater lan‐
guage and culture capability beyond what was received.

•

Impediments to studying language and culture are similar for all units: No time to train in Theater, no
bandwidth in Theater.

•

The appearance of contradictions in training effectiveness and use of these skills/skill sets raises ques‐
tions about the BCT and Af/Pak hands ability to utilize and maximize these crucial mission enablers. It
also raises questions regarding at what level manning and tracking of these assets should occur (out‐
side of and in addition to the educational institution.)
AAR’s and Observation reports from the field indicate that they need and want more training in tribal
organization, tribal ethics, corruption, civil‐service, rural development and religion yet these modules
are not studied by Af/Pak hands or the GPF 10.

•

•
•
•

The appearance of contradictions in the survey results appears to reflect both a unit training issue and
a “how to” operationalize issue by the respondents.
The appearance of contradictions may reflect a lack of knowledge of doctrine, operating environment,
and required roles.
Required and implied tasks may not be understood, or may conflict with perceptions of tasks related to
job title.

•
In conclusion, a look at stated success in current operations reflects that successful operations were
multidisciplinary, multi‐approach, and followed multiple simultaneous Lines of Operation. An analysis of
British operations, 2006‐2009, in Sangin District, Helmand Province, Afghanistan, reflects an either‐or‐
approach, and a failure to understand the “role of resident networks” of its Operating Environment. The
Combat Studies Institute, Wanat, Combat Action in Afghanistan, 2008, shows how operations quickly devolved
to “enemy‐centric.”
The Asymmetric Warfare Group (AWG) runs a training program that promotes enhancing the adaptability at
the individual and team level. This program is known as the Asymmetric Warfare Adaptive Leader Program
(AWALP). Though this was not the purpose of the AWALP, AWG mentors have observed the participants’
performance and formed some conclusions about the levels of skill demonstrated. Some of the skill deficits
observed in leaders attending the AWALP, are skills that most Army leaders consider to be fundamental. These
skills are often trained in both the institutional and operational domains. Several skill deficits were listed, most
notably is:
Leaders are not well attuned to seeking opportunities when conducting operations in and amongst
civilian populations. Awareness of cultural issues is only one aspect. Leaders lack the deeper
understanding of discerning what is important, significant or relevant when interacting with civilian
populations. Many of these skills would also benefit when partnering with host nation forces or
conducting advisor and training mission.15
BCT’s largely self assess and self train during much of the predeployment training. They have a depth of
knowledge and experience that is warfighter oriented. This knowledge and experience is collectively tested at
the National Training Centers yet, current conflicts are driven by cultural, political, and religious dynamics than
by raw military effectiveness.

Small Wars Models and Full Spectrum Operations
Counterinsurgeny doctrine and observations is a synthesis of observations and insights culled from
insurrections, rebellions, and insurgencies. In current doctrine and operations there is an implication of total
underlying logic. Journalists with conflict experience have remarked that the analogies with Afghanistan are

remarkable; scholars remark to the incredible cross‐cultural similiarties in the violence, and Che Guevara
pointed to the wide differences in practice yet added that “the general methods were the same.”

One way to think about Small Wars is in terms of frequency and amplitude.16 In this metaphor, frequency is
the rate at which events occur within a conflict, not the number of conflicts themselves. Amplitude is the
degree of power employed by a system. Conventional wars are high frequency conflicts. They are also high
amplitude because of the large amount of combat power and destructiveness that is employed. However,
amplitude is not entirely related to the amount of destruction caused. It could come from the psychological
impact generated by a well‐publicized attack from an expected source that produces an inordinate reaction or
serious consequences.17
Small Wars are a form of low frequency warfare because significant events are separated by long periods of
time. Their protracted nature is seductive, until the calm is punctured by a sudden strike. The amplitude of
Small Wars may be distinct and much higher. The intersection of both great emotional drives and advanced
technology produces a rising number of disruptive attacks.18 An example of amplitude is the Mumbai Attacks
of 2008 and 2010.
The current doctrine, approaches and strategy have been highly criticized. However, a “good strategy
presumes good anthropology and good sociology.”19 While learning must also encompass strategic and
political lessons, history and past experience do not teach, they enlighten. The art of learning comes from
understanding linkages and conditions under which the events took place.
Doctrine and history seem to scream that although the problems that arise are remarkably diverse and
complex they are seldom ever new; what is new is how it is applied, nuanced, understood at the local level in
the context of the local politics, language and culture.
This is the part of “securing the population” and understanding the resident role of social networks in society
that is not replicable, scalable or repeatbale.
The trends of counterinsurgency, compared with the observations on language and culture training, appear to
reflect that breadth, depth, and multidiscipline approaches better serve operational need. Evidentiary support
for this comes from RAND, in which they indicated that successful COIN practices tend to run in packs.20
Additionally, Much of what entails success in these “packs,” is contingent on integration of many elements
with language and culture at multiple levels simultaneously.
•

Navigate the internecine Politics

•

Identify potential supporters

•

Identify spoilers and detractors

•

Maintain neutrality from power brokers

•

Fight the enemy

•

Protect the population

•

Make friends

•

Keep the friends you have

•

Integrate your actions with others outside your chain of command and span of control

In a recent ARR, an example of the cognitive elements that give depth, and breadth, to create the space
needed for COIN principles to run in packs, described the perfect Female Engagement Team (FET) as a medic
and an analyst that could ask the locals open‐ended questions.
Recent developments such as, the Afghanistan Experience Program, and the Army Reserves Theater Security
Cooperation Program involve many organizations and serve to cross‐level knowledge and experience.
“Blending” military skills and civilian skills will enhance success but, is this sufficient or, will this supplant
specialized instruction?
Engineer, Medical, and Civil Affairs Units will be the “force of first choice” and will require warfighter support.
This force of first choice will require language skills, cultural capability, and regional expertise within that
warfighter support.
The apparent contradictions in trends serve to convey the complexity of Full Spectrum Operations, the need
to develop a depth of mastery and a requirement for multidisciplinary familiarity and multidisciplinary training
in languages and cultures to identify issues, decide effects needed in correct sequencing, lead and direct the
elements of the war within the war, and understand the complexity of resident networks.21
Drawing on history, there is significant myth and legend regarding the ability of US Officers during WW II. The
fact is that Patton, Marshall, Shirley Wood, and other like‐minded officers, were fortunate enough to prepare
for a war that basically conformed to assumptions and conditions. It is said that Wood showed his disdain for
the military training at Ft Leavenworth by reading a newspaper during academic lectures.
Over the last ten years have appeared to follow in this same tradition of self study? Where and at what level
have we institutionalized the lessons learned? Does current language and culture training provide the basis for
these needs? The answer appears to be yes for the basic survival language training. Where, then, and how,
does this training progress to meet the advanced operational need?

.
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